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About the Study

Overview of the Seventh Annual State of the Retail Supply Chain Report

“We are in the process of transforming our supply chain with the goal of truly
making it a strategic differentiator. And we are continuously redefining supply
chain performance.”
It’s time for the annual retail health check-up and the Doctor is in! Like most
patient populations, retailers can be assigned to one of three categories:
Healthy, lifestyle changes required, or intensive care needed. Unfortunately,
there is a fourth category in 2017 – Dead on Arrival – with several formerly
robust patients on the way to the morgue.

Healthy: A few retailers are thriving despite the stress of most new business
moving decidedly online.1 Wal-Mart, Home Depot, Lowes, and Crate+Barrel
are pouring millions of dollars into systems development, in-store experience,
and online brand building initiatives to meet the Amazon challenge head on.2
For these retailers, innovation is the path to a long, healthy life.
Intensive care / Lifestyle changes: Store closing announcements and bankruptcies have hit the news
almost weekly since the beginning of 2017. Payless (400 stores), JCPenney (140 stores), Chico’s (120),
and Macy’s (68), are among the list of major retailers making significant store closures. All told, experts
project that 8,400 store closings will occur before the year is out.3 For example, Bebe Stores is closing
all of its 170 retail locations and is moving to an online-only model.4 Strategic change is required for
this group of patients to attract more customers and regain their financial footing.
DOA: In just the past few months alone, we’ve seen major retailers like The Limited, HH Gregg and
Wet Seal announce that they were closing the doors for good. Other former retail all stars like Sears
and K-Mart appear to be on life support with little chance of recovery.5 They may soon join this group.

We are experiencing the largest shake out in the retail industry ever. But, retailers with great
forethought and creativity are finding novel ways to leverage their supply chain expertise and compete
effectively in the fast-changing retail sector. The retail supply chain executives we spoke with
expressed a variety of plans. The big question is: can they bring their plans to fruition quickly enough
to ensure strong health going forward? We hope to answer this question and others in this edition of
the State of the Retail Supply Chain (SRSC) Report.
Recap: Sixth Annual SRSC Report
The sixth year of the SRSC report explored the supply chain strategies being pursued by retailers. A
balance between cost and service remained the top strategy, however enhancing customer service was
the strategy reflecting the largest growth in importance. This outcome is obviously in line with the need
to serve customers at an elevated level to prevent them from shopping around for other options.
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“A key objective is continuing to get more finely tuned on aligning the
organization from the integration standpoint around omnichannel execution.”
Demand Planning and in-store order fulfillment are two strategic capabilities that work hand-in-hand
to ensure inventory is properly positioned to fill orders from the closest, fastest delivery location. We
found a majority of retailers emphasizing in-store pickup and ship from store as major components of
their omnichannel fulfillment strategy. Management of returns was another area covered in last year’s
report. Retailers need to improve their abilities in this area because customers will base purchase
decisions, in part, on the ease of the returns process.
Research Objectives: Seventh Annual Study
The goal of the SRSC Report is to investigate the supply chain activities and actions that directly impact
retail organization success each year. Our Seventh Annual study tackles substantive issues that warrant
a supply chain leader’s earnest engagement:

Supply Chain Strategy: How are retailers pursuing success in a hyper-competitive environment?
Omnichannel Integration: What functions need to be aligned, combined and/or integrated to
ensure customers receive consistent, excellent service across all sales channels?

Supply Chain Analytics: How do retailers glean information from mountains of data to create

effective strategies and drive decision making?

Monetizing Fulfillment: How can retailers recover the costs of servicing customers across

multiple channels and drive revenue?

On the Horizon: Where will supply chain executives encounter peril and promise in the future?
In the pages ahead, we present an in-depth analysis of each question, along with actionable
takeaways. The report also reveals best supply chain practices for competing effectively in a changing
marketplace. This information serves as a benchmark for retailers and their supply chain partners.
Study Methodology
This year’s research focal points were derived from industry hot topics, executive input, and the
emergent issues identified in the most recent SRSC Report. To gain meaningful insights from the
major players in retailing, we sought participation from organizations with: (1) annual revenues above
$1 billion; (2) omnichannel capabilities; and, (3) broad geographic activity.
We gathered information via executive interviews, an online survey, and industry publication analysis.
This approach generated 76 direct engagements with retail supply chain professionals. Table 1
provides demographic highlights of the participant pool. This report highlights the strategies and
activities of our desired target – senior executives representing a diverse group of large retailers.
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“We’re working very hard on using our existing assets to improve our overall
fulfillment, be ahead of the curve, and actually crush the competition.”
Senior Executive Interviews

Table 1: Participant Demographics

We began the study with 23 expert interviews. A
13-question interview script drove the 30 to 40
minute discussions. The supply chain executives
provided insightful and candid comments,
shedding light on the critical issues that drive
retail supply chain strategy and operations.

Characteristic

Summary

Company revenues exceed $1 billion

80%

Company has omnichannel activities

91%

Director-level or above

89%

Supply chain experience

23.8 years

Online Survey
Building on key insights from the interview transcripts, we developed a 20-question online survey.
Among them were questions that we ask each year about supply chain strategy. Other questions
focused on the current year’s research themes of omnichannel integration, analytics, and monetizing
fulfillment activities.
The survey was distributed during December 2016 and January 2017 to retail supply chain executives
via online survey software. The results of the survey were analyzed using standard statistical tools.
This report reveals our key findings via discussion, graphics, and direct quotes from executives.
Sixth Annual Study Participants
We thank the 76 supply chain professionals who participated in this year’s study. Their collective insights
support a vibrant and timely analysis of the hottest retail supply chain issues. As the participant sample
indicates, top retailers contributed to the initiative, including 22 of the top 100 U.S. retailers.
A.C. Moore

Canadian Tire

Kohl’s*

Target*

Abercrombie & Fitch

Costco*

Kroger*

The Finish Line

Academy Sport*

CVS Health*

Lifeway Christian

The Home Depot*

AutoZone*

Dillard’s*

Lowe’s*

Tory Burch

Bass Pro Shops

Dollar General*

Meijer*

Tiffany & Co.

Belk*

Eddie Bauer

Modell’s Sporting Goods

Toys R Us*

Best Buy*

Foot Locker*

Neiman Marcus*

Tractor Supply*

Big Lots*

GNC

Payless Shoe Source

Tuesday Morning

Boot Barn

H-E-B Grocery*

Pier One Imports

VF Corporation

Cabela’s

Hibbett Sports

REI

Walgreens*

Caleres/Famous Footwear

JCPenney*

Restoration Hardware

Walmart*

*Top 100 Retailer
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Current Strategies and Issues
Supply Chains Engage in a Delicate Balancing Act

“The key question in front of us is how we leverage all the things that we’ve put
in place into positive customer and sales outcomes.”
The strategic choices made by retailers to realign their supply chains to changing customer desires are
well documented in our six previous reports. These choices have led to significant investments in
enhancing fulfillment processes, opening new and retrofitting existing facilities, and acquiring state-ofart technology. These are tacit acknowledgements of the value of omnichannel customers. Even though
current online sales may not have reached the breakeven cost threshold for most retailers, they all
believe that ignoring online customers would be detrimental to their retail enterprise.
Within this retail landscape, we asked survey participants to identify their primary supply chain
strategies for the upcoming year and to share their investment priorities.
Strategic Focus
There is a decided shift in strategic
focus from 2016 to 2017. Figure 1
reveals that more than half of the
respondents are looking to balance
supply chain cost and service. This
focus contrasts with the notable
declines in the pure customer service
and revenue growth strategies.
Among this year’s participants, there
is a strong realization that supply
chain costs cannot be ignored and
margin erosion must be halted.

Figure 1 – Primary Supply Chain Strategy

Future Investment Plans
In line with the 2017 strategic
priorities, retailers are making major
investments in supply chain process
improvement, omnichannel fulfillment
capabilities, and technology. Figure 2
details the spending plans.
Leveraging the current and previous years’ investments in these key areas helps retailers provide the
desired level of service without breaking the bank. This can lead to much needed omnichannel profits.
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“Our plan for the next few years is aligning the organization from the integration
standpoint around omnichannel execution.”
Figure 2: SCM Investment Areas – 2017 versus 2016

The Critical Issues
Our interviews with supply chain executives this year have highlighted three front burner issues. These
priorities revolve around the digital transformation of the retail industry as driven by the expectations
of omnichannel customers. These key issues are: enhancing order fulfillment capabilities,
incorporating an extensive use of stores for fulfillment, and end-to-end supply chain planning.
Enhancing Omnichannel Fulfillment Capability
Despite making significant capital investments, many retailers are still converging their operations into
a unified omnichannel supply chain. Early on, a separate direct-to-consumer distribution channel kept
the potential disruptive elements of e-commerce away from their store operations. However, there is a
broad consensus among this year’s interviewees that overcoming these disruptive elements and
integrating all channels is the only way forward.
Retailers are executing this plan by either opening new distribution and fulfillment centers that utilize a
single inventory pool, or by creating a virtual pool of inventory located at different facilities. This is
achieved through sophisticated omnichannel order management systems. Another ongoing initiative is
to build closer working relationships with store management. The goal is to ensure that retailers can
provide a consistent and reliable service to their omnichannel customers. An executive explained: “It

doesn’t really matter where the consumer buys it or where they order it from. It’s how do we get it to
them in a consistent, efficient and timely manner based on their expectations.”
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“We’ve taken on additional costs relative to delivering to stores more frequently,
but we’re actually seeing service numbers and sales go up as a result.”
Leveraging Stores as a Supply Chain Weapon
Any conversation with a supply chain executive leads to the inevitable question: How can store-based
retailers compete with Amazon? This year, the responses focused on leveraging the store network
through store-centric fulfillment. One retail executive said: “We’re really looking at the store first for the
online consumer, then DC to store and then DC to consumer.”
A focal point of this priority is improving store inventory accuracy and flows. To achieve accuracy goals,
retailers are investing in auto-ID technology, such as RFID tagging, and using robust cycle counting
programs. They are also working to ensure that store inventory reflects not just what in-store customers
want, but also to anticipate online demand that will be filled from the stores. “Store inventory is a big
push for us so we can fulfill out of the closest supply point to the online customer,” noted an executive.
The expanding order fulfillment role of stores also means that store replenishment will occur more often.
Increased delivery frequency to stores can improve in-stock availability, generate sales lift, and facilitate
last-mile delivery of online orders. A retail executives noted: “With stores in the mix, we’ve got next day
shipping capabilities in play. We’re working towards same day capability.”
State of the Art: End-to-End Supply Chain Planning
In an effort to drive omnichannel growth and maximize performance, the supply chain is taking a
broader role in end-to-end planning. This enhanced engagement gives the supply chain team a more
strategic role in international and domestic sourcing, demand forecasting, and merchandise allocation
decisions, on top of their traditional responsibilities. A supply chain executive shared: “Our focus is

more so than ever to connect closely with merchandising and category managers on what we plan
to do from a sales standpoint. And then letting supply chain be the decision-maker regarding where
products come from, are stocked, and how products flow.”

These additional responsibilities require the supply chain organizations to expand their crossfunctional interactions. They are now covering territory that had been the playground of merchants
and store operations. Another growing supply chain role is understanding customers’ needs and wants
through engagement in a strong “Voice of Customer” program. “I think the more involvement supply

chain has, the more understanding we can get from what the merchants are seeing, what the stores
are seeing, and then ultimately we can react better,” notes a supply chain leader.
The Prognosis

As retailers seek to find balance between omnichannel costs and revenue growth, they realize that
the supply chain is the key to profitably serving customers. To achieve success, the supply chain
team must continue to excel at its primary fulfillment role, figure out how to best utilize stores that
were never designed for large scale fulfillment, and develop strong capabilities in areas previously
managed by other groups. Supply chain success will enhance retailers’ financial vitality and outlook.
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Best-In-Class Capabilities
Taking a Lead Role in Retailer Success

Each year, we analyze the supply chain capabilities and innovations through which top performing
retailers differentiate themselves from the competition. It’s important to note that the term best-inclass is not used here to identify a handful of retailers that have it all figured out – none have, not
even the mythical Amazon. Rather, these capabilities can help retailers drive competitive advantage.
Some of these innovations are still under development or involve recently launched efforts by risk
takers. In this section, you will read about three essential priorities for success and how supply chain
executives are pursuing them.
Looking Back
We began this research in 2009 by investigating the foundation elements of a best-in-class retail
supply chain. Table 2 highlights the critical competencies that we have explored over the years.

Table 2: Best-In-Class Supply Chain Capabilities
Year
1
2
3
4
5
6
This Year

Focal Areas
Scalable distribution
Supply chain agility
Supply transformation
Talent management
Last-mile strategies
Demand planning
Omnichannel integration

Flexible capacity
Shelf-driven operations
Technology leadership
Inventory deployment
Transportation agility
Store-based fulfillment
Supply chain analytics

Internal-external alignment
Internal manufacturing
Multi-channel dexterity
Data driven performance
Omnichannel evolution
Customer returns
Monetizing fulfillment

Over time, many of these leading-edge capabilities have become standard practices across retail
supply chains. As such, they are no longer strategic differentiators. This reinforces the need for
retailers to continuously pursue supply chain innovations that create competitive advantage.
Looking Forward
The best performing retailers adapt to the competitive landscape and rapidly create capabilities that
attract customers and grow business. The lead-time available to benefit from these best-in-class
advantages has shrunk as others can quickly replicate successful initiatives. Hence, the logic of one
executive makes perfect sense: “A good plan today is better than a perfect plan tomorrow.”
This quick solution perspective is largely driven by online customers who require transparent pricing,
immediate product access, and free delivery. Building on the capabilities listed in Table 2, retailers
must more fully integrate their omnichannel operations, expand the use of supply chain analytics,
and monetize omnichannel fulfillment to remain healthy.
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Capability 1: Omnichannel Integration
Creating a One Inventory, Unified Process Supply Chain

Interviewer Question: “Can a retailer be successful today without adopting an
integrated perspective?”
Supply Chain Executive’s Answer: “I can’t imagine how.”
The Diagnosis
Retail executives have spent countless hours developing processes that facilitate the shift to online
commerce. They are attempting to leverage extensive investments in robust distribution networks and
store locations to meet changing demand patterns. This year we wanted to gauge how far along retailers
are in coordinating their infrastructure to serve evolving consumer purchasing patterns.
The simple, yet powerful, insight mentioned above reveals an important reality. Retailers recognize that
greater integration across the supply chain and fulfillment channels is critical to their success. The
discussion of integration dimensions during the interviews produced both anticipated and novel elements.
As expected, retailers are seeking to leverage a single inventory across multiple demand channels.
Underpinning this effort are systems that support seamless planning and execution activities. Some of
the more interesting comments revolved around the need for retailers to eliminate channel-centered
silos and develop a collective understanding of how to best serve customers across channels.
The Prognosis
During the interviews, we asked supply chain executives to rate their integration level on a 10-point
scale. Their self-evaluation scores ranged from a low of 3 to a high of 8, with an average rating of 5.7.
Taken at face value, retailers believe they
have started the journey to omnichannel Figure 3 – Omnichannel Integration Strategy
integration but still have much work to do.
A related survey question asked retailers to
identify their integration strategy. As seen
in Figure 3, 35% of respondents believe
they have achieved integration across their
customer service channels. In light of the
10-point scale self-evaluation, this outcome
was somewhat surprising. We believe that
while some success has been achieved,
total integration remains a future state for
most retailers as reality has not kept up with
their key goals.
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“Today, as many other retailers, we have a multi-channel approach. Being
integrated is having a single supply chain to operate regardless of the channel.”
Another 43% view themselves as progressing toward omnichannel integration goals. Overall, more than
three quarters of the respondents are engaged in integration efforts. A small proportion still prefer to
maintain separate operations for each channel served or they are single channel operators.
In our prior SRSC studies, retailers pursued supply chain, store operations, and systems integration as a
beneficial cost avoidance strategy. This year’s study revealed that integration is a far more robust
strategy than previously thought. We gleaned this insight by asking retailers to identify the top three
benefits they believe are achieved from omnichannel integration. Figure 4 reveals that cost reduction
and avoidance are not the primary drivers of integration strategy today.

Figure 4 – Omnichannel Integration Benefits

Two beneficial integration outcomes
focus on attracting and retaining
customers. Amazon’s breadth of low
priced product offerings and free twoday delivery has pulled formerly loyal
customers away from established
retailers at an ever-increasing rate. The
need to defend against further defections
and re-engage former customers are
clearly critical success factors for
traditional retailers. One executive
summarized it well: “The focus for us is

using the supply chain to drive a great
customer experience.”

Making efficient use of inventory is also
a top outcome but it is somewhat
surprising that operational efficiencies are viewed as less beneficial. In previous SRSC studies executives
frequently emphasized the importance of fulfillment costs as a high priority. In today’s constantly
evolving, hyper-competitive marketplace, normal supply chain goals and metrics are taking a back seat
to the need to serve customers well and grow market share.
Delving further into the need for integration, we asked participants to evaluate their current degree of
functional integration and where they expect to be three years from now. We chose the three-year
window because omnichannel integration projects have significant lead-time for many retailers. Projects
already underway and those under consideration should bear fruit in that timeframe.
Figure 5 highlights the current level of complete functional integration across store and online channels,
as well as the retailers’ three year goals for each function. Despite the potential benefits to be gained,
there has been limited integration progress to date. Less than 40% of the respondents have fully
integrated any process, with most hovering at the 25% level. The pursuit of integration is strong and
most respondents indicate that their functions will achieve complete integration in three years’ time.
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“We leverage brick-and-mortar proximity, as well as the inventory, to take care
of the needs of the customer, whether it’s in-store, pickup, or home delivery.”
Figure 5 – Complete Omnichannel Integration Achieved
Inventory allocation is an integration
focal point of the respondents. Nearly
90% of them believe that this area will
be fully integrated in three years.
Although inventory integration is
highly
desirable,
a
dramatic
improvement by retailers is needed. At
this time, less than 25% of
respondents’
companies
have
achieved complete integration of their
inventory processes.
Order fulfillment, demand planning,
and management of orders across
channels are additional areas where
the survey participants expect to vastly improve supply chain performance. They recognize the need to
better serve the shop anytime, buy anywhere, and ship anywhere demands of their customer bases.
Why is there so much focus on dramatically improving functional integration? One executive explained:

“We have to integrate across the buying, planning and inventory management areas to be successful.
We’re speaking to the customer in the same way so that they don’t get some kind of channel confusion.”
The integration efforts should not stop with the fulfillment of orders, according to the respondents.
Nearly three-fourths of them are also working to incorporate returns processing into the supply chain
and expect to achieve full integration within three years. Given the growing volume of returns emanating
from online orders, this is essential from both service and cost standpoints. Hassle-free returns are
required to attract and retain customers, while efficient processes are needed to quickly disposition
goods and move salable product back into the inventory pool.
The Prescription
The retail landscape is changing and slow-to-respond retailers are dropping out of the race at a rapidly
increasing pace. We have left the period when retailers could speak about future shopping trends.
Consumer purchasing behaviors have already changed – dramatically and forever. Retailers must
consistently attract, serve, and retain today’s impulse-driven, right now customers to succeed.
Current and future success is predicated on cross channel integration of inventory, operations, systems,
and customer interactions. We believe that few retailers of any size will be able to thrive unless they
have either already chosen to make omnichannel integration their new normal or are aggressively
moving in that direction. A supply chain executive simply and clearly summarized this imperative:

“Integration is the price of entry at this point.”
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Capability 2: Supply Chain Analytics
Using Big Data for Forward-Focused Decision Making

“I would not consider reporting data to be analytics. To me, analytics is diving
deep into what the numbers suggest and identifying decisions we can make.”
Another top of the mind issue for retailers is supply chain analytics. There’s a treasure trove of data
waiting to be turned into knowledge. To get an understanding of the retailers’ perspectives, we asked
supply chain executives: “What does analytics mean to you?” Their collective responses tell an
interesting story. Everyone agreed that supply chain analytics is, at a minimum, about monitoring the
health of the supply chain through assessment of key performance metrics. Everyone also agreed that
over the long run, supply chain analytics must focus on more than recent history. The real value in
analytics is gleaning meaningful information from the data to drive future plans and decisions.
The Diagnosis

Figure 6 – Analytics Use by SCM Functions

To understand the current state of retail
supply chain analytics, we asked the survey
respondents about their use of analytics
across key functions. Figure 6 shows that
analytics are being used consistently but at a
moderate rate. Inventory planning is the top
priority with about half using analytics to
support it. Fulfillment planning is a close
second. Analytics is certainly a go-forward
priority for supply chain executives as their
anticipated use across all functions will
double within three years.

Figure 7 – Analytics Capabilities

Today, more than half have intermediate or
advanced capabilities in the foundational
descriptive and diagnostic analytics (Figure 7).
A smaller proportion possess strong predictive
or prescriptive skills. That will change for the
better, according to the respondents. They are
putting strong emphasis on building new skills
and expect to dramatically boost their analytics
prowess over the next three years. The reason
for the great effort is explained by a supply
chain executive: “We decided to be a fully

integrated supply chain. To that end, analytics
needs to enable forward decision-making for
us as opposed to reacting.”
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“Our challenge has been that data sits within many IT systems and depending on
how you pull that data it might be different. And that has gotten us in trouble.”
The Prognosis
What does it take to successfully develop sophisticated analytics capability? Figure 8 reveals that getting
top executives to buy into the value proposition of analytics is most critical. Also important are the ability
to handle the tsunami of data and having the right tools, which often go hand-in-hand. It is interesting
to note that, for all the focus on analytics, Figure 8 also reveals that companies have not made significant
progress on most of these important issues. Much work remains to be done in developing supply chain
analytics capabilities in the organization.

Figure 8 – Basis of SCM Analytics Capabilities

During the interviews, supply chain executives identified another key obstacle when deploying analytics
capability – employee trust in the data and in the analytics results. For folks that favor personal
experience, gut-feel, and doing things a certain way, it is a major challenge to follow a data-driven
agenda. Overcoming this resistance to change has been a challenge for supply chain executives. One
noted: “You have to invest time early-on to ensure that people trust the data, how it’s being reported
and interpreted. But you have to get people buy into it. They have to believe in it.”
Next comes the technology piece of the analytics challenge. It’s not that retailers lack the necessary
data needed for analytics initiatives. Rather, there is often so much data that ensuring its integrity is
the problem. This is especially the case when data resides in different information technology systems,
acquired over many decades. The legacy systems make it difficult for retailers to do analytics reporting
with drill down capabilities “… because all of our data sources are so different,” as stated by a supply
chain executive. Another major issue highlighted by retailers is the challenge of providing a singular
data-view of the retail enterprise without data loss and data errors. These types of issues must be
addressed before the power of analytics can be fully realized.
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“We have the idea of creating a central analytics team from different areas that is

focused on being able to design, build, and distribute the kind of analytical
information that people need to make decisions.”
The Prescription

Our interviews with supply chain executives provided many insights into how retailers are addressing the
analytics challenge. The first step in developing capabilities is to move beyond reactive, rearview mirror
management. This requires a shift away from local measurement of functional metrics. Retailers who have
developed advanced analytics capabilities report having to navigate some treacherous terrain riddled with
challenges that go beyond implementation of the underlying statistical tools and nifty algorithms.
One of the first steps these retailers have taken is to develop a strategic view of the analytics capability.
It is critical to describe exactly what is expected to be achieved through the use of analytics. One executive
stated their vision for developing analytics capability as follows: “We’re really evolving into an action-

oriented organization based on the predictive information. Analytics will enable this (SCM) element of our
business and provide real value and provide real simplicity in our day-to-day decision making.”
To address the trust in analytics concerns, retailers are working to shore up the integrity and timeliness
of transactional data. This goal is achieved by developing information repositories in which data comes
from multiple sources and is merged into a single version of the truth. In that sense, transactional data
from POS, warehousing data from WMS, transportation data from TMS, and forecasting data from the ERP
system, all merge into unified data-lakes. Another approach used by retailers is to develop and implement
common analytics tools across the entire enterprise so that everybody uses the same technology platform.
With regards to staffing and organizing analytics teams, many retailers have separate analytics groups in
warehousing, transportation, demand planning and purchasing functions. Each analytics group measures
data relevant to its supply chain function and builds analytics to make operational decisions. However,
retailers in our study see great value in organizing a central analytics team under the direction of the
senior supply chain executive or in an enterprise-wide center of excellence. This allows retailers to build
analytics tools that are common across all functional areas, as well as leverage synergies through a crossfunctional analytics team that represents the entire organization.

Supply chain executives suggest that a long term view of analytics capability involves more than just
acquiring the underlying technology and getting the data part right. “The biggest challenge for now isn’t
technology anymore. It’s finding the right talent,” noted one executive about the limited talent pool.
Another interviewee noted that when you find analytics talent, the question becomes supply chain
expertise: “…can they also understand what the problems are and be able to translate that into something
that the operations team can use?” To build the requisite brain power, retailers have incorporated different
approaches; from hiring NASA scientists for their analytics center of excellence (no kidding!), to partnering
supply chain talent with the central analytics team, or to building human capital from the ground up by
hiring analytics talent out of college and instilling them with supply chain knowledge.
By following this multi-step prescription, retail supply chains will develop robust analytics capabilities. They
will be able to forecast demand more accurately, make optimal, data-driven decisions with limited
oversight, and respond rapidly to events with minimal loss of performance. These capabilities will help
retailers overcome the complexity, scale, and customer issues that are omnipresent in digital retailing.
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Capability 3: Monetizing Fulfillment
Cost and Service, Not Cost Versus Service

“If it costs an arm and a leg to get products into consumers’ hands, you’re not
going to be profitable. You can make a billion dollars of revenue, but if your costs
are $1.2 billion, you’re going under.”
The Diagnosis
As omnichannel retailing grows, supply chain executives encounter a sobering truth. The added revenue
generated by new customers and online sales come at a real cost. Supply chains are not as efficient at
fulfilling individual orders as store orders. Picking “eaches” versus cases, packing individual boxes versus
assembling pallets, and delivering to homes versus stores are the most visible omnichannel fulfillment
inefficiencies.
Retail supply chain executives regularly experience these pain points as their teams take on more and
more of the fulfillment activities previously done by customers and store operations. The problem for
most retailers, according to the survey results, is the inability to recover these added supply chain costs.
Figure 9 reveals that most of the respondents recover only part of their omnichannel fulfillment expenses.
Of greatest concern is the 34% of respondents whose companies either recover none of the costs or fail
to measure cost recovery. These practices are unsustainable and will put retailers at risk of joining the
DOA ranks.
Of course, cost represents only part of
the picture. During our interviews,
executives discussed the importance of
growing top line revenue. By providing
a consistent and seamless experience
regardless of the channel and revenue
stream, supply chains can contribute to
success. One executive noted: “I don't

Figure 9: Omnichannel Cost Recovery

see us as just a cost center. We are also
a sales driver through on-shelf
availability. In-stock is something that
supply chain knows and is a big
contributor of the top line sales growth.”

The balance of this section provides an
outlook on the monetization topic – why
retailers face these financial challenges
and how they plan to respond. We also
offer a practical pathway to better fiscal
health through SCM.
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“If we’ve got inventory positioned in the right place and it’s consistently positioned
closest to the guest, then I think we can win that war of profitability.”
The Prognosis
Generating positive returns from omnichannel fulfillment is of growing importance to retailers. Their
revenue growth is largely emanating from nontraditional channels and will continue to do so in the
future. However, retailers face a variety of barriers to recovering supply chain costs. Figure 10 indicates
that competitors’ free shipping strategies are the primary culprit, though internal challenges also must
be overcome.

Figure 10: Primary Barriers to Fulfillment Cost Recovery

Many retailers are quick to identify
Amazon as the main reason why
consumers expect to receive
supply chain services at little to no
cost. In their zeal to preserve and
expand market share, some of
those same retailers are adopting
policies that impede cost recovery.

The minimum order value for free
shipping has trended downward as
retailers work to keep pace with
their competitors. Some retailers
offer free standard shipping on
every order. Walmart and Best Buy
now offer free two-day shipping on
orders of $35 or more for many
products.6 There is a growing belief
that the fast or free battle is over. Today, the reality is more like fast and free. “Two-day, free shipping
is now table stakes,” opined one supply chain executive.
With these apparent “race to the bottom” strategies, it is not surprising that supply chain executives are
concerned about omnichannel economics. Nearly 60% of the survey respondents believe that it is not
possible to fully recover their fulfillment activities cost. An even larger group – 70% of the respondents
– agree that the cost of fulfilling and delivering online orders erodes gross margins. And the problem
will only become more acute over time. Seventy percent of the respondents also believe that the cost
of supply chain operations will increase in the near future.
With these widespread predictions for higher expenses and margin erosion, supply chain costs must be
recovered wherever possible. Figure 11 highlights the delivery cost recovery efforts of the survey
respondents. Half of the respondents who recover fulfillment costs attempt to capture a fee on all
deliveries. An additional 32% focus on both expedited and small shipments, while the remaining 28%
collect fees on either type. Beyond customer delivery, the most popular fulfillment cost recovery area is
returns with a third of the retailers collecting fees for returns shipments. Very few manage to generate
fees for order handling, store order fulfillment, or returns processing.
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“You drive revenue in this space today by having a differentiated model. Amazon’s
differentiator is their service and their speed. It has grown their business.”
Retailers must also create value-added offerings that
entice customers to open their wallets. The executives
highlighted opportunities to enhance service quality,
provide product customization, and reward loyal
customers. A few are adopting inventory autoreplenishment subscription plans and fixed-fee
programs like Amazon Prime.

Figure 11: Cost Recovery by Delivery Type

To capture the opportunities, upfront investment in the
supply chain is required. However, success is not
guaranteed. “Ultimately, the marketplace is going to

decide what you can monetize and what you can’t. I
think the best case for us is to have the capability to
monetize value-added services,” an executive cautions.

The Prescription
Just as a sensible diet is the foundation of a healthy life, a balanced supply chain financial perspective is
key to effective omnichannel fulfillment. A pure cost minimization strategy can negatively impact service
quality and revenues. Conversely, a customer-first approach may drive costs up and squeeze margins.
Retailers must align their operations around strategies that address both cost and service quality.

Table 3: Top Methods for Monetizing SCM
Method
Leverage inventory across channels
Increase buy online, pickup in store
Fulfill orders from vendor locations
Charge delivery fee for all orders

Weighted
Ranking
73
65
37
31

Top Three Weighted Ranking = (# times ranked best method x 3) +
(# times ranked 2nd best method x 2) + (# times ranked 3rd best method x 1)

From a cost control perspective, the best idea is to
serve omnichannel customers with existing assets.
Table 3 reveals the survey respondents’ weighted
effectiveness rankings of inventory pooling, stores
as DCs, and vendor fulfillment. How important are
these types of cost control efforts? One executive
explained: “If we’re able to shave even one percent

off our $800 million supply chain costs, that’s eight
million bucks. We’d have to sell a lot of product to
put $8 million on the bottom line.”

The revenue enhancing portion of the prescription is to selectively boost product availability and speed to
market, according to the interviewees. These targeted initiatives should focus on the most loyal customer
segments, the SKUs with the highest demand and profitability, and the high density, repeat orders that
lend themselves to more accurate forecasting. As discussed earlier in the report, advanced analytics are
needed to glean insights and supply chain opportunities hidden within customer loyalty program data,
product profiles, and sales reports. A supply chain leader explained: “We’re going to spend more time

understanding the voice of the customer at a deeper level so that we organize our supply chains in a way
that makes sense, both by customer segment and product segment.”
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On the Horizon

A Look Forward at Issues, Opportunities, and Challenges

“We’re dealing with an interesting time – the dynamics of what’s happening in the
economy, the presidential election, the Amazon factor, retailers cutting back.
There’s just a very, very strong dynamic of change and I don’t think that’s going
to be stopping.”
While efforts to integrate supply chains, drive decisions with analytics, and monetize differentiated service
help retailers compete, further opportunities (and challenges) are always on the near horizon. To gain
insight into these emerging issues, we concluded our executive interviews with the probing question:
“What keeps you up at night?” The results provide insights into the top-of-mind concerns that will shape
future retail supply chain strategy, processes, and investments.
The Trump Factor

“I think, one of the interesting things that’s looming out there is what really will happen with the new
Administration? It could be one of the largest single disrupters to supply chain that has ever occurred.”
Throughout our interview cycle, the Trump presidency has been a key conversation point with supply
chain executives. Retailers have credible concerns about higher tariffs via the border adjustment tax on
imported goods, re-negotiation of trade agreements, and related protectionist moves. Whether the
posturing will become actual policy remains to be seen. Still, prudent retailers are considering how to
adapt their sourcing strategies and supply chain flows to a less import-friendly environment.
On the positive side, the Trump Administration is a major proponent of tax code simplification, corporate
tax reduction, and regulatory relief. Proponents believe that these moves will create jobs and spur GDP
growth – desirable outcomes for retailers. The promise of massive infrastructure spending, if funded and
executed, could alleviate the road and port congestion that create retail supply chain inefficiencies.
Labor Costs
Should policy changes lead to an improving economy, a supply chain dilemma will arise. In a growth
scenario, labor typically moves away from logistics jobs to more lucrative sectors like manufacturing and
construction. That means less labor to handle greater retail sales and high touch e-commerce orders.
Supply chain executives will be forced to choose between paying higher wages to compete with other
sectors or minimizing the labor required to fulfill orders. Increasingly, they are giving serious consideration
to DC automation as a long-term solution to fulfillment labor scarcity, cost, and productivity challenges.
Those machines aren’t cheap (and require skilled labor to maintain them) but they don’t call in sick either.

“It’s getting tougher and tougher to hire folks into the DC and the transportation industry. No one wakes
up and says, ‘I want to be a warehouse person when I grow up,’ right?”
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“Data science and blockchain will help us manage existing assets much more
effectively and smartly than we did through brute force over the last ten years.”

Blockchain – the Next Disruptor?
With innovations like self-driving trucks and Uber Freight being more promise than reality for the near
future, what is the next big candidate to disrupt the retail supply chain? In a word – blockchain. A
blockchain is a data structure that makes it possible to create and share a digital ledger of transactions.
It uses cryptography to allow anyone granted access to add to the ledger in a secure way without the
need for a central authority. From a supply chain standpoint, blockchain combines unit level entity
identification, digital marginal cost economics and 21st-century cybersecurity to promise an infinitely
scalable system of supply chain visibility.7 Or as one interviewee noted: “It provides visibility all the way

from the manufacturer of the goods through to our stores.”

Among other benefits, blockchain supports whole chain traceability so that a jewelry retailer can avoid
selling conflict diamonds and grocery retailers can promote food safety.
Urban Fulfillment Centers

“I think that the next battleground is going to be logistics in urban areas.”
If you want to make money in e-commerce, the future may lie in the big city. Major urban centers have
the customer and order density needed for cost-efficient omnichannel retailing. As people move back to
urban centers, particularly millennials who have grown up in a one-click world, the opportunity to profitably
sell and deliver groceries, staples, and lifestyle products to them becomes more realistic.8 They are willing
to pay delivery fees, particularly for same day or time definite service. That’s the good news.
The bad news is that it is difficult to have enough inventory in locations that can rapidly serve this demand.
Urban retail stores are small and often stock only enough product to satisfy walk-in traffic. DCs are typically
located outside the urban core may not be able to meet delivery deadlines. Retailers realize that they need
to develop innovative urban fulfillment solutions to seize this opportunity. Shared spaces, hybrid storefulfillment centers, and facility conversions will be needed to close the last mile gap.
End-to-End Ownership

“The big strategic priority is evolving our supply chain to meet the customers on their terms.”
Zara has long been known for its design-to-delivery supply chain and our 2010 annual study identified
internal manufacturing as a best-in-class capability. Today, the two biggest names in retailing may be
making their own forays into the front end of the supply chain. Walmart is in active talks to acquire
Bonobos, an apparel company that designs and sells men’s apparel. In mid-April, Amazon was awarded a
patent for an on-demand manufacturing system designed to quickly produce clothing - and other products
like footwear, towels, and bedding - after a customer order is placed. Will other retailers follow suit?
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Summary

Final Remarks from the Seventh Annual Study

Although the overall vital signs of the retail industry and the economy look reasonably stable – U.S. retail
sales up 3.3% and GDP up 2.1% in 2016 – not every retailer is achieving peak fitness. As we have reviewed
throughout this report, a handful of retailers are very healthy, most need to spend more time at the gym,
and others just can’t be saved. For those retailers in the middle category, the supply chain doctors
recommend an “improve your lifestyle” regimen of integration, analytics, and a balanced diet of cost
savings and revenue growth.
Supply chain integration is essential for achieving that financial balance. Inventory, fulfillment centers, and
strategies can no longer be channel-specific. And, while omnichannel is a logical strategy to pursue,
retailers must remember that customers don’t care about channels or supply chains. They just want choice,
effective solutions, and positive experiences. It is up to the supply chain executives to figure out how to
best integrate their operations so that channels are transparent to customers and service is spot-on.
Analytics are beginning to play a critical role in serving those customers with accuracy, timeliness, and
consistency at a reasonable cost. Supply chain professionals are putting more emphasis on forward looking
tools that will help them diagnose problems, predict demand, and prescribe action. As those internal
analytical skills become more robust, retailers will be able to use their vast cache of POS data and customer
loyalty information for more effective supply chain planning and decision making.
And those supply chain decisions must support the economic vitality of the organization. As we have
discussed in the 7th annual report and previous installments, retailers cannot survive by cutting costs.
Monetization of the supply chain and fulfillment operations also means focusing on revenue generation
through strategic investment in differentiating capabilities. That differentiation is the key to customer
retention and profit growth.
As we rapidly move through 2017, it must be noted that there is no magic pill to cure the ails of struggling
retailers. When it comes to battling the Amazon syndrome and other health issues, retailers must deploy
integration, analytics, and a holistic monetization strategy. “We need to leverage our unique strengths,

make sure that we’re leveraging the brick-and-mortar and digital together, and do so in a way that targets
our high-value customers,” a savvy executive concluded. In our opinion, that’s a perfectly customized

prescription for success.
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Brian J. Gibson, Ph.D.
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Wilson Family Professor
Dr. Gibson is recognized as an innovative supply chain educator whose teaching and
research are greatly influenced by his nine years in retail distribution management. He
leads the Auburn University Center for Supply Chain Innovation and stays connected to industry through
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Operating Officer for PSFweb and as a consultant with Accenture. He has worked with over 100 retail
companies during his career.
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Assistant Professor and HCoB Research Fellow
Dr. Ishfaq conducts research on omnichannel fulfillment and logistics processes. His
research has been published in multiple academic journals, as well as covered by TV and
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About the Organizations
Auburn University SCM Programs
The Center for Supply Chain Innovation serves as the conduit for
faculty, student, and industry engagement. We support industry
through insightful research, tailored professional enrichment programs,
and industry-ready talent. That talent is developed in the Harbert
College of Business Supply Chain Management program. Ranked #10
globally by Supply Chain World, our program brings the unchanging
values of Auburn University – practical education and research,
honesty, and hard work – to a changing supply chain. For additional
information about the Center, visit www.AuburnSCM.org

Retail Industry Leaders Association
RILA is the home of the world's largest and most successful retail
companies, whose executives participate in RILA for its unique
educational forums, its effective public policy advocacy, and its
advancement of the retail industry. RILA membership includes more
than 200 member companies - from Abercrombie & Fitch to Walmart representing more than $1.5 trillion in sales. Through its board of
directors, Leaders Councils, committees and working groups, RILA
members determine the issues and focus areas for public policy,
educational offerings and research. Visit www.rila.org

DC Velocity
DC VELOCITY is the market leading multi-media magazine brand
serving the specific informational needs of logistics and supply chain
managers and executives. DC VELOCITY was the first to satisfy these
executives' informational needs with comprehensive coverage of all
aspects of logistics including internal logistics within a distribution
center or warehouse, external logistics relating to the transport of
goods and freight, the overarching information technologies that
support and integrate the two, and the strategies that optimize
logistics, thus providing companies a competitive advantage in the
marketplace. Others have followed, attempting to replicate this content
model, but only one can be first, and only one can be the best. Simply
put, DC VELOCITY offers comprehensive logistics coverage at the hub
of logistics as the leader, not a follower. Visit www.dcvelocity.com
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